SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES

PROTECTING YOUR INTERESTS WHEN BUYING OR SELLING OVERSEAS
LOADING SUPERVISION
Verification during loading and/or unloading operations in order to ensure goods are correctly presented properly handled and satisfactorily secured for transport, whether it be by container, ship or truck.

COMMISSIONING
After installation on site, commissioning tests are witnessed for the accounting purposes of suppliers, buyers and lenders.

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTION
From visual checks of dimensional measurements to testing of materials, structures, components and machines.

VENDOR SHOP INSPECTION
At vendor premises, the quality of workmanship and the conformity of products to specified codes, standards or documents are verified. Often this includes witnessing final reception testing.

PRE-SHIPMENT INSPECTION
Before loading, the general conditions of the order which, include packing, marking, quantity, etc. of goods are verified.

EXPEDITING SERVICES
Ensuring the delivery of purchased goods according to a predetermined time schedule by inspecting/checking supplier progress and reporting on real time situations and decisions taken to meet the schedule.

SUPPLY CHAIN AUDIT
When sourcing in overseas countries, audits following a stipulated format are performed by the local SGS staff to assess all potential suppliers in order to recommend qualified key suppliers.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
By offering a wide range of services throughout each stage of the project or by assisting in running the project, SGS professionals spend time and energy on what really counts.

CONTACT US
www.sgs.com/mining
industrial.global@sgs.com

In our globalised economy, there is an ever growing need for tools that offer control over time and distance. Local machine manufacturing companies are increasingly selling to a wider range of international clients whilst sourcing from a larger pool of suppliers. International engineering, procurement and contracting companies see their vendor base spreading further around the globe.

SGS Industrial Services answers these growing needs by offering a range of supply chain services, based on its unique worldwide network and designed to meet interest of mining majors in their OPEX and CAPEX projects globally.

SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY

WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE